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LEARN
Organisational awareness of Theatre of Sanctuary
 
Norwich Theatre Royal’s (NTR) application to become a
Theatre of Sanctuary (ToS) comes from our ambition
to engage people in meaningful cultural experiences;
supporting well-being and social change. This is in
alignment with our Learning and Participation (L+P)
Strategy, but also goes across our organisation to
welcome new audiences into our buildings.  ToS is
supported by Directors and the Chief Executive
of NTR who have input into this application.
 
Our trustees approve the overarching strategy, and
debate and approve associated proposals by the
executive team. These have, and will continue to
include strategic plans which help us meet our
commitments to become a ToS. 
 
Trustees join our executive debates for programming
and operational decisions which allow for
experimenting and breaking new frontiers, whilst
being mindful of the charity's financial consideration.
With this, our trustees endorse NTR’s aim to become a
ToS and support its application. 
 
Our ToS application has been communicated to staff
through Director meetings, and recently our Creative
Matters season on Finding Refuge and Sanctuary, in
which we set out our intention to become a ToS. Our
plan for the next three years will be shared via email
and at employee staff briefings, so that it is clear
of the tangible commitments we are invested in as an
organisation.
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The city of Norwich is known as a place of welcoming
‘Strangers’ – originally refugees from the Low
Countries from 1567 onward, who were fleeing from
persecution in their own land.  By the late 1570s, one
person in four in Norwich was a refugee who had come
into the city within the previous ten years.
 
We believe that we have a responsibility to highlight
the significant contribution that NTR can make to
communicating these values beyond our own
buildings, and welcoming everyone who lives in our
city.

Context

Creative Matters

Where did Creative Matters come from?
Creative Matters came from an understanding that
there was not the challenging seasons of work and
levels of engagement for people to be able to question
and debate. We want people to feel safe exploring
things that might otherwise not be discussed. We
welcome those who are experiencing the season issues
firsthand, as well as those who are interested in
finding out more. The season was established by the
Learning and Participation Director with full support
from our Chief Executive.  
 
Since starting in 2017, NTR has presented six Creative
Matters month long seasons exploring gender and
sexual identity, men’s mental health, caring for
dementia, black British identity, homelessness and
finding refuge and sanctuary. Each season consists of
shows, films, workshops, discussions and debates to
allow our audience to engage and connect on a level
they are comfortable with. 
 
In October, NTR won the Norfolk Arts Award 2019 for
Diversity, recognising our commitment to
connect and engage with diverse audiences and
participants.



Often Black History Month, by its very nature looks back rather than looking at what is
happening now in contemporary society. We wanted to present a season of work that
questioned what it means to be Black British today and to celebrate black British artists on all
three of our stages.  The season included four shows:
 
The Head Wrap Diaries by Uchenna Dance at Stage Two: Hair – worn long, worn short, worn
wavy or in braids – is the subject of The Head Wrap Diaries, a funny and uplifting dance theatre
show by London based company Uchenna Dance. Blending club styles House, Waacking and
Vogue with African and Contemporary Dance, The Head Wrap Diaries explores community,
heritage, womanhood, friendship, and most importantly, hair. 45 people attended this show.
 
Nightclubbing by Rachel Young at Norwich Playhouse: Rachael Young and her badass band of
super-humans embrace Afrofuturism and the cult of Grace Jones in Nightclubbing; an explosive
new performance bringing visceral live music and intergalactic visions to start a
revolution. Nightclubbing attracted an audience of approximately 100 people. 
 
Nelson T Gombakomba Jr and Guests at Stage Two: presenting a comedy night about being Black
British today. This event was attended by 40 people and featured four Black British comedians. 
 
Ballet Black at NTR: Cassa  Pancho’s Ballet  Black  celebrates dancers  of  black and  Asian 
descent. As  part  of their  double  bill, renowned  British  choreographer Cathy  Marston
choreographed  a new  ballet  based on  Can  Themba’s moving  fable  The Suit.  Completing
the evening  was  Arthur Pita’s  Olivier  nominated A  Dream  Within a  Midsummer 
Night’s Dream.  Over 500 people attended this show.
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We work alongside local partners to support, promote and signpost their services to explore
important issues which affect people of all ages and backgrounds. In the past we have worked
with Norwich City of Sanctuary, Norfolk Black History Month, St Martin’s Housing, Norwich Age
UK, Norfolk and Waveney Mind, amongst many other partners, who promote the services they
offer, as well as connecting us with new audiences.

Partners

Creative Matters – Black British Identity: October 2018



Creative Matters - Finding Refuge and Sanctuary: October 2019
 
This season evolved from Black British Identity and wanting to further challenge pertinent issues
in the world today. Also, working towards our pledge to become a Theatre of Sanctuary. Upon
initial research through Platforma we were aware of refugee theatre companies making
challenging work and presenting powerful stories that they want to share. 
 
We worked with three theatre companies to present performances about refugee experiences.
This included: 
 
Rachel by Small Nose Productions and Trestle: a true story about survival during the Holocaust
and finding refuge. This included a school tour to Ormiston Sudbury Academy and Ormiston
Victory Academy to 800 pupils. Two shows at Stage Two attracted an audience of over 140 people. 
 
This is Who I Am by Ice and Fire: verbatim testimonies from LGBT+ refugees about their
experience in their own country and on arrival in the UK. This is Who I Am had a formal
Q&A after the show, which included representatives from Norwich City of Sanctuary, Norwich
Pride, New Routes and Hala Maire who has lived experience of seeking sanctuary, on the panel. 
Through this, Ice and Fire were able to share experiences of making their show, thus allowing
the audience to learn more about their work with refugees. This show has an audience of
approximately 35 people, with a pre-show event hosted by our Development team for partners
and donors. 
 
Pizza Shop Heroes by Phosphoros Theatre: performed by refugee and asylum-seeking actors,
Pizza Shop Heroes tells the story of the characters’ arduous journeys from Afghanistan, Eritrea
and Albania to the UK. The two shows of Pizza Shop Heroes at Stage Two attracted an audience of
over 120 people, some of which were asylum seekers or refugees.
 
Phosphoros Theatre also hosted a workshop for nineteen members of Norwich International
Youth Project (NIYP).  The drama workshop used basic techniques of play, storytelling, thought-
tracking and team work exercises to explore ideas of power, arriving in a new place, friendship
and life in the UK. Everyone was given space to speak out loud, and the use of music, pictures and
movement ensured the content was accessible even for pre-entry ESOL learners. 
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A film screening by the BFI looked at Black Britain, 1901 – 1985 with a panel discussion chaired by
UEA Lecturer, Tim Snelson afterwards. Also more commercial film, Belle featured in this season. 
 A month long exhibition by NUA Alumni, James Bell presented Roots and Culture investigating
Afro-Caribbean identity at Stage Two.
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Cast members of Phosphorous Theatre were also
interviewed at Stage Two by BBC Look East, in light of
the tragic events in recent news. They remembered
their own terrifying journeys to the UK, highlighting the
dangerous choices children are faced with.
 
In addition to the shows there were film screenings, a
family half term programme including family movement
and dance, drama and craft workshops all exploring the
issue of sanctuary, home and migration.
 
A staff workshop was held by artist Bern O’Donoghue
working with ten representatives from HR,
Development, Front of House and Learning and
Participation to raise awareness of refugee experiences,
breaking down misconceptions about how or why
people arrive in the UK.
 
Bern also held two workshops to a total of 60 pupils
with Catton Grove School in response to
DeadReckoning2017, exhibited at NTR in October 2019.
Pupils explored kindness and welcome, considering
their own commitments to anyone new coming to their
school or neighbourhood. Their work was displayed in
Stage Two through October 2019.
 
Norwich City of Sanctuary was present at the film
screenings and shows during Creative Matters to share
information about their work with audiences.

"Pizza Shop Heroes was a refreshing show in that amidst the
fun of watching a play, we were also seeing something
pressing and important. This was evident too in the diversity
of the audience the show attracted, which was by far the
broadest variety of people we’ve seen in a Norwich theatre."
 
UEA Concrete review of Pizza Shop Heroes
 



EMBED
NTR is proudly taking positive action to embed concepts of
welcome, celebration and inclusion in our work through
what is presented on stage, our seasons of work – Creative
Matters, our extensive Learning and Participation
programme, specifically through Community Participation
projects and how across teams we work together to be
flagship venues of welcome.
 
Shakespeare Nation 
Shakespeare Nation is a community participation project
working for four years with the Royal Shakespeare
Company (RSC). This project gives people from all
backgrounds the opportunity to experience the thrill of
Shakespeare in their own communities and build a life-long
relationship with theatre. Funded by The Esmée Fairbairn
Foundation, Shakespeare Nation aims to engage people who
would not normally think theatre and Shakespeare are for
them. 
 
Through this RSC project we worked with three groups –
Evolve, a transgender support group, UEA students and
lecturers and New Routes. We have connected with asylum
seekers and refugees to attend creative activities and
shows during 2019, developing our learning and embedding
our community programme. Working with staff and
members of New Routes has enabled us to understand
people’s interests, needs, desires and challenges to take
part and visit our venues.
 
Through Shakespeare Nation NTR has been able to work
with fourteen members of New Routes since January 2019 in
the following ways:
·  Weekly drama workshops working towards a new
performance, Palm to Palm, inspired by the themes in
Romeo and Juliet. Two outstanding performances took
place in November 2019, including 3 members of New
Routes. 
· Visiting RSC practitioner workshops exploring production,
set design, voice and movement with the group. 
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"I'd never been to the
theatre before. It is a
magical place and now I
always want to be part of
it."
Attendee, Matilda dress
rehearsal 

· Members of New Routes have received free
tickets to shows at NTR and Norwich Playhouse,
including Pepperland, Ian McKellen, Matilda
dress rehearsal, Matthew Bourne’s Romeo and
Juliet, Pizza Shop Heroes and Palm to Palm.
· A hosted screening of the RSC’s Romeo and
Juliet at New Routes, along with a cast member
and director to discuss the plot and experience
of performing. This event had a audience of
approximately 25 people.
· A Trip to the RSC in Stratford-Upon-Avon for a
tour of the theatre and to see backstage
attended by 6 members of New Routes.
· Textile workshops to make part of the set for
Palm to Palm at New Routes, including
approximately 10 members of New Routes.
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OUR COMMITMENT 
Our commitment to the proposed activities below will be introduced during our first
three years of being awarded a ToS. We want to gradually build up our engagement,
whilst also utilising some of our existing opportunities available to participants.  
 
1.  Café conversations 
Weekly gatherings for asylum seekers and refugees to come into the theatre, talk with
staff and volunteers from Norwich Theatre Royal and view exhibitions, over tea and
biscuits in the Circle Lounge.  
Purpose:
· To provide a regular meeting opportunity and reason to come into the building.     
· To provide an opportunity for staff and volunteers to directly welcome people into our
venues and talk about their role in the theatre.  
 
2. Film club 
A monthly film club at Stage Two for asylum seekers and refugees to watch world
cinema. Film choices will be decided by members of New Routes, subject to availability.
This will be a closed group working with refugee charities in Norwich.   
Purpose:
· Diversify our programming to engage new audiences. 
· Provide an opportunity for people to watch films not available in other venues. 
· An opportunity to meet friends and new people.  
 
3. Bursary places
At least two bursary places will be available to asylum seekers and refugees through
referrals via a formal agency or charity each year. The course/programme should be
relevant and suitable to participants and in line with the procedures for our existing
bursary scheme.
Purpose:
· Provide free or low cost participation opportunities at Norwich Theatre Royal. 
· Offer progression from other engagement programmes 
 
4.   Tickets
Working with refugee charities in Norfolk, we will offer tickets to shows through
audience development opportunities, when available.  
Purpose: 
· Bring new audiences to watch theatre.
· Build up relationships with refugee charities and new audiences.  
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5.  Work placement and volunteer opportunities
· Offer two week adult work placements and volunteer
opportunities open to asylum seekers and refugees.
Purpose:
· Provide a flexible approach to shadowing and
assisting opportunities for adults in Front of
House and Hospitality to contribute towards a CV.
· Provide progression from work placements to
volunteer opportunities.
 
6. Artistic programming 
Our Artistic Strategy sees us deliver a programme
spanning the widest range of artistic genres with a
particular focus during this business plan period on
presenting dance, drama, opera, classical music and
commercial programming (predominantly musicals and
comedy). We are also growing and developing a strand
of commissioned and produced work with some key
successes to date having been issue-based work
commissioned or produced as part of the Creative
Matters series. When selecting work to present and
produce, diversity is at the forefront of conversation
and debate across the artistic team in order to ensure
that our programme is balanced and reflective of
contemporary Britain and all elements of diversity.
 
Moving into our next Business Plan from April 2021,
which we hope will see significant growth in the
amount of work we commission and make ourselves
(and therefore over which we have greater artistic
control) we will identify specific groups of diverse
artists with whom we wish to work on a regular basis
and whose stories we wish to explore creatively. One
of these groups will be refugees and asylum seekers,
building on important local relationships, the recent
success of the Creative Matters seasons and our work
within the RSC Shakespeare Nation Project.
 
Our own-produced work will be rooted in place.
Norwich has a very proud history of welcoming
‘strangers’ into its city walls dating back to the 12th
and 13th century and, even in recent times, Norwich’s
response to the Syrian refugee crisis far outstripped
the generosity of any other city in the UK. 



We do not currently monitor the diversity of our
workforce, trustees and volunteers however this is
something we are going to be discussing and reviewing
as part of the new HR system coming in.
 
The HR system will be self-service and will enable
employees to update their own information, so this is
an area that we are going to be discussing as to
whether we ask employees to update diversity
information – this would of course be optional and
only visible to the employee and HR, but would allow
us to report and understand our workforce across the
different areas, departments, roles and levels.
Another option would be to have completely
anonymous data sheets sent to all to be returned and
logged for us to have data.
 
The key question to explore moving forward is how
this data is used proactively and positively.
 
Organisational wide responsibilities we ask of
employees includes:
· To maximise the opportunities for inclusion
throughout the theatre’s activities.    
· To comply with all theatre policies including
Safeguarding, Equal Opportunities, Health and Safety,
ICT, Data Security and Protection.
· To undergo any training necessary to fulfill the duties
of this role and develop its contribution to the
organisation.
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The Chief Executive of NTR, who leads our artistic
programming, is currently working with the Leader of
Norwich City Council to achieve ‘City of Sanctuary’
status and our artistic programming, celebrating the
experiences of refugees and asylum seekers will be an
important part of securing this. Artistic relationship-
building with refugee artists is already well underway
including, on an international scale, a recent visit from
our Chief Executive to the Freedom Theatre in the
Jenin Refugee Camp on the Palestinian West Bank, one
of the world’s leading refugee theatre companies.

Staff and Volunteers
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Internal Communications

 
 
Our commitment to become a ToS has been shared with Directors and will be
shared at employee briefings and via email, for all staff to understand what this
means organisational wide.
 
There will be an online presence on our website to share our commitment. We will
publish any good practice and learning in sector publications such as  A-M-A’s Jam,
The Stage, UK Theatre for example, or at relevant community and/or arts events.
 
We will continue to use our Learning and Participation programmes to raise
awareness among local participants and audiences of the positive contribution
refugees make to our society and the benefits of a welcoming culture to everyone.
 
We hope that achieving ToS status, will enable us to develop new partnerships with
organisations who are working with sanctuary seekers and refugees, be it peer
theatres, local charities, the public sector or private organisations.
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SHARE 
 
 

 
External Communications 
We would be extremely proud to become a ToS and as such would do all we could to publicise
the award, and what it means to our organisation and community.  
 
Our in-house Communications team have a range of platforms through which they would
disseminate information about the ToS award, such as local and national media organisations,
our own digital media platforms, national theatre networks and publications, and local
businesses and networks.
 
We would display the City of Sanctuary logo on our NTR website as recognition for the award
and explore the following networks and platforms:
· NTR website blog
· NTR podcast – Interval 
 

As the largest regional theatre, we are open to sharing good practice and our learning of
becoming a ToS with other theatres across the country and other local venues.
 
NTR will become part of the ToS network. Discussions have taken place The Belgrade, Coventry
and Leeds Playhouse to explore their experiences and learning in becoming ToS. NTR will also
share learning across the three venues – NTR, Norwich Playhouse and Stage Two.
 
NTR is a member of the City of Sanctuary Arts Stream and we aim to share our good practice
and create links with other areas of the group’s work, where relevant.
 
NTR will have a presence on the City of Sanctuary website and will share our work to date at the
Annual Celebration for Norwich City of Sanctuary on 5 February 2020.
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· Theatre publications such as The Stage; Arts Professional; UK Theatre Magazine and Arts
Industry Magazine.
· Local newspapers such as the Eastern Daily Press and Norwich Advertiser.
· Local radio stations, such as BBC Norfolk and Future Radio.
· Local University print – UEA Concrete publication.
· Local TV such as BBC Look East and ITV.
· Local schools, colleges and higher education establishments within the county.
 
We hope that our proposed commitments and activities as outlined previously, will gain
momentum among local participants and audiences to cultivate its development and
expansion in order to reach further refugee / migrant communities.
 
We included our commitment to becoming a ToS in our season brochure. We also featured
the Norwich City of Sanctuary logo and contact details on our agencies page. This print had
a circulation of 3,000 via arts round up, community groups, charities, agencies and schools.
 
Our delivery principles 
We embed our delivery principles in all of our work. We believe that these principles will
allow us to shape and respond to changing employment, environment and social conditions
within which we operate. We will be known for our excellence, inclusion and innovation in
our art forms, in our approach to learning and in our activities.
 
Inclusive and welcoming: of artistic ideas, forms and collective learning, and the diversity
and difference of our artists and audiences. 
 
Inquisitive: reflective and questioning, pushing boundaries and challenging our
preconceptions of the world in which we live. 
 
Collaborative: with artists, arts organisations, communities and other stakeholders in
pursuit of mutual goals. 
 
Mindful: valuing the quality of the process by which we create work, as well as that of the
product of work created. 
 
Relevant: merging digital and new technologies with those seen as more traditional;
encouraging a creative hybridity in our work which explores the world we live in today.
 
Humble: characterised by an emphasis on participation in both learning and leadership, with
genuine opportunities for ownership throughout our work. 
 
Honest: transparent and truthful about everything we do, accountable for our actions, and
open about both our ambitions and limitations.
 
 
 





theatreroyalnorwich.co.uk
      @TheatreRNorwich
      @norwichtheatreroyal

 




